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Abstract
This paper describes simple designing methods of corpus-based
visual speech synthesis. Our approach needs only a syn-
chronous real image and speech database. Visual speech is
synthesized by concatenating real image segments and speech
segments selected from the database. In order to automatically
perform all processes, e.g. feature extraction, segment selec-
tion and segment concatenation, we simply design two types of
visual speech synthesis. One is synthesizing visual speech us-
ing synchronous real image and speech segments selected with
only speech information. The other is using speech segment
selection and image segment selection with features extracted
from the database without processes by hand. We performed
objective and subjective experiments to evaluate these design-
ing methods. As a result, the latter method can synthesize visual
speech more naturally than the former method.

1. Introduction
Text-to-Speech (TTS) is a technique to convert any input text
into a speech signal. TTS is a very useful in many practical ap-
plications. In recent years, many approaches for visual speech
synthesis, in which not only speech but also visual information,
e.g. real facial image [1] or animation head [2][3] are synthe-
sized, are proposed to realize smoother communication between
people and machine.

The current trend in TTS is based on a large amount of
speech data and statistical processing. This type of TTS is gen-
erally called corpus-based TTS. On the other hand, a model-
based approach [4] and a corpus-based approach [1][5] has been
researched in visual speech synthesis. The model-based ap-
proach can synthesize a image sequence by using a small-sized
image database. However, it is necessary to perform such im-
age processing as interpolation or morphing. Modifying image
sometimes causes the degradation of naturalness of synthetic
image. Moreover, it is not easy to newly construct a database
for synthesis since many processes by hand are needed. On the
other hand, the corpus-based approach can synthesize a image
sequence naturally by concatenating selected image segments.
All image subsequences included in a database can be used as
synthesis image units. One of advantages of the corpus-based
approach is that the naturalness of synthetic image can be im-
proved by increasing the database size. However, if there are
processes by hand in constructing a database, increasing the
database size is hard work, and it requires an enormous amount
of time and expensive costs.

In this paper, we describe simple designing methods for
corpus-based visual speech synthesis. These methods are based
on very simple processes and need no process by hand. By
only recording synchronous real image and speech data, we
can automatically construct visual speech synthesis. We eval-
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Figure 1: Examples of recorded audiovisual data.

two simple designing methods in this paper. One is us-
nchronous mouth image and speech segments selected by
h segment selection, and the other is using both speech
ents selected by speech segment selection and mouth im-
gments selected by image segment selection with features
ted from the database automatically. As a result, it is clar-

that the latter method can synthesize visual speech more
ally compared with the former method.
his paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, designing
ronous real image and speech database is described. A
e designing method using synchronous segments selected
eech segment selection is described in Section 3, and the
method with image segment selection is described in Sec-
. In Section 5, experimental evaluations are described.

ly, we summarize this paper in Section 6.

Designing Synchronous Real Image and
Speech Database

Recording audiovisual data

ecorded audiovisual data with a headset microphone, a
and a camera. Speech data was digitized using 48 kHz, 16
mpling. Real image data was digitized at a 125 frame per
d with an image resolution of 720 by 480 and 8 bit in each
signal. Speech data and real image data were recorded
ronously. A Japanese male speaker uttered a Japanese

nce set in which phonetic coverage was controlled [6]. The
er of sentences was 503. The recording was performed
st a blue background in a soundproof room with studio-
y equipment. Examples of recorded audiovisual data are
n in Fig. 1.

Construction of Database

h waveform was down-sampled into 16 kHz. Phonetic
entation was performed automatically by Viterbi align-
with monophone HMM. By using the down-sampled



Figure 2: Example of extracted positions of facial organs.

speech waveform and phonetic information, a speech database
for TTS was constructed automatically.

Mouth image data was extracted from recorded facial im-
age data. First, a region of a face was determined by using
color information, and then a central vertical line was derived
from symmetrical information of a face. Then positions of fa-
cial organs were determined by using a template of rectangular
regions of facial organs having parameters on distances from the
central vertical line to centers of the rectangular regions. This
template was determined from an average facial image calcu-
lated from faces of 30 persons. Figure 2 shows an example of
extracted positions of facial organs. Mouth image data was ex-
tracted as one of the rectangular regions. The extracted mouth
image data in which each image was represented by a 10,496 di-
mensional vector (an image resolution of 128 by 82) was com-
pressed by using a sub-sampling process in an image resolution
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). As a result, a image
was represented by a 100 dimensional vector.

Since processes mentioned above are performed automat-
ically, we can construct a synchronous image and speech
database for visual speech synthesis without performing pro-
cesses by hand.

3. Simple Design of Visual Speech Synthesis
Using Synchronous Segments Selected by

Speech Segment Selection: TTVS1
We describe a simple designing method of corpus-based vi-
sual speech synthesis using synchronous real image and speech
segments selected by speech segment selection. We call this
method Text-to-Visual Speech 1 (TTVS1).

3.1. Corpus-Based TTS

In order to synthesize speech from any input text, we use
corpus-based TTS which is comprised of text analysis, prosody
generation, segment selection, and waveform concatenation. In
the segment selection, the optimum segment sequence is se-
lected by minimizing a cost capturing the degradation of nat-
uralness of synthetic speech. As various factors causing the
degradation, we consider the difference in prosodic informa-
tion, spectral inappropriateness, substitution of phonetic en-
vironments, spectral discontinuity, and �� discontinuity [7].
Speech is synthesized by concatenating the selected waveform
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e 3: Overview of visual speech synthesis using syn-
ous segments, TTVS1.

ents.

Corpus-Based Visual Speech Synthesis Using Syn-
ous Segments

er to synthesize visual speech from any input text the most
y, we directly uses output information from segment se-
n in corpus-based TTS. Namely, the optimum set of syn-
ous image and speech segments is selected from a syn-
ous image and speech database by minimizing the cost
eech segment selection. The selected segments are di-
concatenated to synthesize visual speech. An overview

s method, TTVS1, is shown in Fig. 3.
his method has two advantages as follows: (1) image and
h are perfectly corresponding in the selected segments,
2) it is not necessary to perform such image processing as
erpolation and feature extraction for image segment selec-
However, the naturalness of synthetic image is inadequate
se the image discontinuity is caused by not using image
ation for selecting the optimum segments.

imple Design of Visual Speech Synthesis
ith Image Segment Selection: TTVS2

escribe a simple designing method of corpus-based vi-
peech synthesis using both speech segment selection and
segment selection with features automatically extracted

image data. We call this method TTVS2.

Image Segment Selection

ptimum image segment sequence is selected from a real
database so that the selected segment sequence has the
um cost. The cost captures the degradation of naturalness
thetic image. Phoneme sequence and phoneme duration

cted from an input text are used as target information like
h segment selection. In this image selection, a phoneme
s used as a basic unit.
e design a simple cost function comprised of three sub-
which capture the degradation of naturalness caused by

itution of phonetic environment, difference of duration,
age discontinuity.

Local cost

cal cost for each candidate image segment is calculated as
eighted sum of three sub-costs. The local cost ������ ���



at a candidate segment �� is given by

������ ��� � ���� � �������� ���

����� � �������� ���

����� � �������� ������ (1)

���� � ���� � ���� � �� (2)

where �� denotes a target phoneme. All sub-costs, ����, ����,
and ����, are normalized so that the maximum values are set to
1 and the minimum values are set to 0. ���� , ����, and ����

denote the weights for individual sub-costs. In this paper, these
weights are set to equal values, i.e. 1/3. The preceding segment
���� shows a candidate image segment for the (�� �)-th target
phoneme ����. When the candidate image segments ���� and
�� are connected in the database, concatenation between the two
image segments is not performed.

4.1.2. Sub-cost on phonetic environment: ����

This sub-cost denotes the phonetic inappropriateness and cap-
tures the degradation of naturalness caused by the difference in
phonetic context between a candidate segment and the target.
The sub-cost ���� is given by

�������� ��� � ���� � 	
��	����� �����

� ��� � 	
���� ���

� ���� � 	
��
����� ����� (3)

where �	 and �
 denote the preceding and succeeding image
segments in the database, respectively. 	
 denotes a visual
distance between two phonemes. In this paper, the visual dis-
tances for all pairs of phonemes have been determined from the
results of perceptual experiments on discriminating phonemes
from mouth shape.

If mouth shape of a candidate phoneme is similar to that of a
target phoneme, this cost becomes small. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to select not only candidate segments for the target phoneme
but also those for other phonemes having similar mouth shape
to the target phoneme.

4.1.3. Sub-cost on difference in phonetic duration: ����

It is estimated that mouth shape is changed according to the dif-
ference in phonetic duration. Therefore, we use this sub-cost
capturing the degradation of naturalness caused by the differ-
ence in phonetic duration between a candidate segment and the
target. The sub-cost ���� is given by

�������� ��� � �������� �������� (4)

where ������ and ������ denote phonetic duration of �� and
that of ��, respectively.

4.1.4. Sub-cost on image discontinuity: ����

This sub-cost captures the degradation of naturalness caused by
the image discontinuity at segment boundaries. We use a cor-
relation coefficient between two sets of 100 dimensional vec-
tors described in Section 2.2 to measure similarity between two
mouth images. This sub-cost is calculated as the weighted sum
of correlation coefficients between images of a segment and
those of the preceding segment around the boundary. The sub-
cost ���� is given by

�������� ����� � ��

����

�����

���������� ����� ��� (5)
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e 4: Overview of visual speech synthesis with image seg-
selection, TTVS2.

� denotes the triangular weighting function of length
�. ������ ����� �� denotes the correlation coefficient
en the � -th frame from the concatenation frame (� � �)
preceding segment ���� and the � -th frame from the con-

ation frame (� � �) of the succeeding segment �� in the
ase. When the segment ���� and �� are connected in the
ase, the sub-cost becomes �.

Total cost

ptimum image segment sequence is selected by minimiz-
e total cost �� which is given by

�� �

��

���

������ ���� (6)

� denotes the number of target phonemes in an input

Synthesizing Visual Speech

ptimum image segments selected by image segment se-
n and the optimum speech segments selected by speech
ent selection are concatenated respectively to synthesize
l speech. And then, in order to synchronize each image
ent with each speech segment, duration of the image seg-
is modified by being performed insertion of images to be
ened or extraction of images to be shortened. We do not

rm other image processes. An overview of visual speech
esis with image segment selection, TTVS2, is shown in
.
lthough this method, TTVS2 is more complex than the
est method, TTVS1 described in Section 3, all processes
rformed automatically like TTVS1. It is expected that this
d can synthesize synthetic image more smoothly because
information is used for selecting the optimum image seg-
although image and speech are not perfectly correspond-

5. Experimental Evaluations
der to evaluate two simple designing method of visual
h synthesis, we perform objective and subjective experi-
. In these experiments, we used natural prosody extracted
natural speech as target information in segment selection.
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Figure 5: Results of objective evaluation on image discontinu-
ity.

5.1. Objective Evaluation

We compared TTVS1 with TTVS2 in terms of smoothness of
synthetic image. In order to investigate the smoothness objec-
tively, we calculated the sub-cost on image discontinuity de-
scribed in Section 4.1.4. In the synchronous real image and
speech database described in Section 2, we used 453 sentences
as a database for visual speech synthesis, and the other 50 sen-
tences were used as evaluation data. The number of concatena-
tions in the TTVS2 was larger than that in TTVS1.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. It is evident that
TTVS2 can synthesize image more smoothly than TTVS1.

5.2. Subjective Evaluation

We performed an opinion test on the naturalness of synthetic
image. As evaluation data, we used 25 sentences which are
not included in the database for visual speech synthesis. In
each sentence, natural visual speech, synthetic visual speech by
TTVS1, and synthetic visual speech by TTVS2 were used in
the test. Synthetic speech by TTVS1 is equal to that by TTVS2
since speech synthesis procedure is the same. Ten Japanese par-
ticipated in the test. They evaluated the naturalness of synthetic
image on a scale of five levels, i.e. 1: bad, 2: worse, 3: fair, 4:
good, and 5: excellent. This test was performed with a head-
phone in a sound-proof room.

Figure 6 shows Mean Opinion Score (MOS). It is clarified
that TTVS2 can synthesize visual speech more naturally than
TTVS1. Moreover, it is also clarified that the naturalness of syn-
thetic visual speech is degraded apparently compared with that
of natural visual speech. However, although the visual speech
synthesis is designed simply with automatic processes, the nat-
uralness of synthetic visual speech is high beyond expectation.

6. Conclusions
This paper described simple designing methods of corpus-based
visual speech synthesis with a synchronous real image and
speech database. In one method, visual speech was synthesized
by concatenating synchronous image and speech segments se-
lected by speech segment selection. In the other method, both
a speech segment sequence selected by speech segment selec-
tion and a image segment sequence selected by image segment
selection with features automatically extracted from a database
were used. Results of objective and subjective experiments re-
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e 6: Results of subjective evaluation on naturalness of syn-
image.

d that the latter method can synthesize visual speech more
ally than the former method. However, the naturalness of
etic visual speech was degraded apparently compared with
f natural visual speech. We should investigate the relation-
etween the naturalness and the database size. Although
nthesized a mouth image sequence in this paper, we will
ddress synthesizing a facial image sequence based on au-
ic processes in future.
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